
Optimising dry docking 
Dry dockings are highly complex projects but we pledge to make your next one the simplest yet! 
Dry dockings put a strain on your time and resources. You have several critical factors to consider: flag and class requirements, 
OEM requirements, the current condition of your onboard equipment, and the requisition of parts and suppliers. 
Let us take the strain. As the experts in Survival Technology, we offer a full safety management service that can take care of 
all your onboard safety servicing requirements and help ensure you leave dry dock on schedule, within budget and certified 
safe to sail.

Expert support from a trusted safety provider
As a multi-brand service provider with over 100 years of experience as an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), we can 
inspect and service all your onboard safety and lifesaving equipment.  We deliver a safety-first service that surpasses minimum 
standards of compliance and regulation to ensure you leave dry dock compliant and operating safely and efficiently.

Simplify your safety servicing with Survitec
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What our fully managed service means for you  

   Confidence in compliance
   You can rely on a trusted safety partner with an in-depth knowledge of class, flag 

and IMO requirements to assess and verify the requirements for your service 
interval. Plus you will receive clear, compliant documentation that’s accepted by all 
the major class societies.  

   One point of contact. Less administration
   We liaise with the yard and suppliers, order the parts, perform the service and 

deliver the certification so you have fewer suppliers to manage; fewer transactions 
to administer. In addition, you can harmonise due date management across              
your inventory. 

   Greater flexibility 
    We cover all the major dry dock locations worldwide so we can schedule 

inspections around your operating schedules. We also have the reach and capacity 
to accommodate any last-minute scheduling changes.  

   Greater transparency
   We arrange a pre-inspection visit or call to verify the requirements and ensure a full 

scope of work is planned and ready before the vessel enters dry dock, allowing you 
to plan and budget accordingly.  

   Peace of mind
   You receive the same high-quality parts and high levels of service worldwide plus 

a global warranty on servicing so should you experience any problems once you 
leave dry dock, we will follow up at the next convenient port of call.

YOUR DRY DOCK SAFETY SERVICE

Are you ready to optimise your next dry dock safety service?
 All we need to know is your vessel’s IMO number and where and when you plan to dry dock. 

Contact us now to start a conversation or click here to request a quote.   
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Maximise your cost and efficiency gains with our pre-inspection
Planning is key to a successful dry docking. With our pre-inspection, a qualified service technician can board ship during normal port 
operations to collect paperwork, assess your equipment and verify the scope of work. Not only does this help with procuring parts and 
managing lead-times, it also allows for greater cost transparency. Plus, it reduces the risk of finding additional work during the service that 
could lead to unplanned delays, additional cost and lost revenue.

What do we cover?

https://survitecgroup.com/services/dry-dock-safety-service/
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/fire-protection-detection/
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/personal-protection/
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/fire-protection-detection/#sc=24989-24987-24984-
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/lifejackets/
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/immersion-suits/
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/liferafts/
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/lifeboats/
https://survitecgroup.com/maritime-solutions/marine-evacuation-systems/

